INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting results in algebraic graph theory is Tutte's [ 141 minor characterization of graphic matroids. In a remarkable series of articles Korte and Lo&z [4-l l] introduced and studied greedoids. Greedoids may be considered as a generalization of matroids. As in the matroid case, graphs lead to several examples for greedoids. Undirected branching greedoids seem to be a natural counterpart to graphic matroids. Such a greedoid is defined by trees of a graph rooted at a fixed vertex. In this paper we give a minor characterization of these greedoids.
In Section 1 we briefly list some definitions and basic results. In Sections [2] [3] [4] [5] we prepare the proof of the minor criterion. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of a path. A feasible set Y is said to be a path if there exists a E Y such that no proper feasible subset of Y contains a. Thus a path of a branching greedoid corresponds to a path (without repeated vertices) beginning at the root of an associated graph. We derive some helpful properties of paths.
Since the bases of an undirected branching greedoid define a graphic matroid, these greedoids must have the basis exchange property. We derive this property for greedoids that do not contain the forbidden minors, mainly to work with this property directly, but also to ensure that the basis graph of the greedoid in question is connected.
In Section 4 we construct a rooted graph given a base and prove that the edges of this graph can be labeled with the elements of the greedoids ground set.
In Section 5 we first show that the definition of the graph does not depend on the choice of base B. Finally, the proof of the minor criterion is derived.
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS
We will assume familiarity with the concept of a graph and of a matroid (cf. Harary [3] , Welsh [ 151) . Greedoids were introduced by Korte and Lovkz [4] .
A greedoid is a set system (E, P), where E is a finite set and 9 c 2E such that (Gl), (G2), and (G3) are satisfied: (Gl) BE@. (G2) If @#XEB then X-{a}~@-for some OEX.
(G3) If X, Y are members of B with /XI > / YI there exists a E X-Y such that Yu {CZ} ~9.
(E, 9) is called an accessible set system if (Gl ) and (G2) hold.
Sets belonging to B are called feasible sets. For A E E a maximal feasible subset of A is called a basis of A. g denotes the family of bases of E. A partial alphabet is a union of feasible sets. Let & denote the family of partial alphabets.
A greedoid (E, 9) is normal if EE d, i.e., each element of E occurs in at least one feasible set. x1 x2 . . . xk is called a feasible ordering of a set 1x1 > x2, ...> xk} if {xl, x2, . . . . xi> E B (16 i d k) (cf. Korte and Lo&z [4] for an alternative definition of greedoids in terms of such strings).
A greedoid (E, 9) is said to be an interval greedoid, if XE YE Z, Xu (u} EF and Zu (a> ~9 imply Yu {a} ~9 (interval property). This condition is equivalent to: (B) whenever X, Y, ZEB such that X, YEZ then Xu YES.
Interval greedoids are a very substantial subclass of greedoids. Korte and Lo&z [7] indicate the richness of this structure. An interval greedoid is called a shelling structure if E E 9. Thus the family of feasible sets of a shelling structure is closed under union. It is immediate that for shelling structures (UB) for any A E E, A has a unique base holds. PROPOSITION 1.1. An accessible set system (E, 9) is a shelling structure if and only if E E 9 and (E, 9) satisfies (UB).
Proof It remains to prove that (UB) is sufficient. Korte and Lovksz [9] showed that an accessible set system is a shelling structure iff EEF and F is closed under union. Now, let (E, F) be an accessible set system such that 9 is not closed under union. Choose X, YE F such that Xv Y$9 and IXu YI is minimal. Certainly, Y-X#@ and X-Y#@. Let x1x2 . . .x, and y,y,
.ym be feasible orderings of X and Y, respectively, and j : = max{k: xk $ Y}, i : = max{k: y, $ X}. Then we have 1 xl) x2, "'> xj-1 1~9, Undirected branching greedoids are special local poset (or special interval) greedoids. Consider an undirected graph (I', E) with specified vertex P, (root). Let B : = (Xc E: Xis a tree containing the root}.
Then (E, P) is called an undirected branching greedoid. Directed branching greedoids are defined on arc sets of rooted directed graphs. Let (V, E) be a directed graph with root P,, and 9 : = (3'~ E: Xis an arborescence rooted at PO}.
(E, 9) is said to be a directed branching greedoid or search greedoid (cf. Schmidt [12] for a characterization of these structures). The bases of 9 are the maximal branchings of (I', E) and each feasible ordering of a base of B corresponds to a search in the graph starting at P,.
Again let (V, E) be a directed graph rooted at P,. Define 9 := (Xr Y-{PO}: there is a directed path Zs (Xu {PO}) directed from PO to P( P E X)}, where (Xu (PO>) I. is said to be the kernel closure operator of (E, 9). For A c E let ker(A) := u {XE~: XG A} be the kernel of A. Korte and Lovasz [S] showed that in the case of an interval greedoid ker(o(A)) = ,?(A) (A E d). Then (E-A,9-A) is a greedoid obtained by the deletion of A (or by the restriction of (E, 9) to E -A In the case of undirected branching greedoids each partial alphabet A E d corresponds to a connected subgraph of the graph (V, E) containing the root, we have ZZJ = W and each feasible set X in F/A is a tree containing P, in (V, E)/A, the graph obtained from (V, E) by contracting the edges of A to P,(A Ed). Thus the family of undirected branching greedoids is closed under taking minors.
Minor characterizations have a remarkable tradition in the theory of graphs and matroids. A first result of this kind for greedoids was given by Korte and Lovasz [7] . Since these minors are not undirected branching greedoids, the conditions are necessary. The sufficiency will be proved in the rest of the paper.
Korte and Lovasz [7] have proved already that for local poset greedoids that do not contain greedoid (C) as a minor, each rank feasible set is a partial alphabet, i.e., W = d.
PROPERTIES OF PATHS
A feasible set Z is called a path, if there exists e E Z such that there exists no proper subset Y c 2, YE F such that e E Y. In this case 2 is called an e-path An interval greedoid is a local poset greedoid (i.e., it does not contain a minor of type (A)) iff for any XE F and e E X there is exactly one e-path Z such that ZGX (Schmidt such that e, bEE-a(T) and Tu(e,b}$9. If T= X, then the proposition is true. Suppose T-X # a. Let a E T-X such that T-(a) =: UE~. Then U, Uu (a>, Uu (b}, Uu {e>, Uu {a,e}, and Uu (a, b} Thus, s= k+ 1 and Z, u ZO-{bj} E 9 (k + 1 < i<n). This completes the proof of (a). Especially, {bkfl, bk+2,..., b,}cZ:-Z,, by part (al), and hence part (b) is proved, too.
(c) Let m > k + 1 and let uj E {Q~+~, . . . . a,,}. First we show that Zj= {b,, b,, . . . . b,, a, a,,,, a,,-,, . . . . uj> is an a,-path.
Since (Z, u Zi) -{ak+ 1} E 9, there is an a,-path, contained in (Z, u ZL) -{ ak+ I }, not containing ak + r. This path must contain Zh.
Let in {k+2, k+3, . . . . m} and aj E E-o(Zb). Suppose i < m. Then ZLu {ai} and {a,, a2, . . . . aj} are feasible subsets of (Z, u Zh) -{a,} E F-, and hence (Z,u {u,})n {a,, a2, . . . . uij = {a,, a,, . . . . uk, ui} would be feasible too, contrary to i > k + 1.
Thus, Z:, u {a,} is feasible set and {a,> = (E-o(ZL)) n {ukf2, . . . . a,}. Suppose u, EE-o(Z,-{a}) .
Then {aI,a2,...,a,) and (ZL-{a))~ {a,} are feasible subsets of (Z, u Z;)-{a>, and so (a,, u2, . . . . uk, a,,,} E F follows as above. Thus m = k + 1 = j, contrary to our assumption, and so ZL u {a,> is a path with head a,.
Hence we may assume that an a,-path has a feasible ordering b,bz.. ThenI>l,forifa,EE-a({b,)-)forsomesE (2, 3,. ..,m} thenZu{b,) would contain two different as-paths (b,, a,} and {a,, u2, . . . . a,}. Also k> 1.
We show f< I and k < k. By symmetry, I = f and k = k then follows.
(1) Suppose b( #E-rr({u,,u,,...,u,}) (2<i<I,l<t<k) (i.e., k>k).
We have uk E E -a ( S':= {bl,b2 ,..., bl)u{a,,a, ,..., atop,) is a feasible subset of R-{a,,}. S'u {a,,} $P, by the choice of to, and ~~y~ato+;j 85F7 by (BRl) and t,>t,+l. Hence (S'\=r(S'u lo+l~)< l(S'u {a,,, a,,+l))n(Ria,)) GP(S'u {a,,, a,,+l))~ contrary to S' u {a,,, a,,, !} Ed c 9.
(7) Suppose f, = f, + 1. We consider two cases.
(1) ,j= 1. Then, (a,, b,}$F, and so (a,, b2) and {b,,a,) are bases of {a,, b,, b2j and {a,, u2, a,), respectively. Hence, 1=2, I= 1, k= 1, k=2.
(2) j>l. T:= {a,,a, ,... and Tu {u,-~, 6,) are feasible sets, and Tu {a,} $9, Tu {ajpI, aj, b,} $9. It follows that Tu {a,,b,)EF.
Hence, ajEE-a({b,)), by (BRl), and so l= 1. Let S be a base of (a,, a,, . . . . aj, bI, b2j, (b,, b2j c_S. We have /S/ =ji-1. Now augment {a,,a, ,..,, aj) from S. It follows {a,,a2 ,..., a,,b,jEF, and hence f=2 and k=f=j.
[In the case Zu{b,}$F and Z'u {al} ~9 of part (a) we have min{t: {a,, a,, . . . . tz(} u {b,) $93 > 1, and so k = k follows from part (2) ,,b, ,..., b,-,)u(a,,a, ,..., a,}d. Yu{b,}, Yu{a,+,}, Yu {bi, ajtl} and Yu {bi, bi+,) are feasible subsets of X-{ bi+ 1 } and X-(ajfl}, respectively. Yu {bi+,) and Yu (bi, bi+I, aj+l} are no feasible sets. Since (E, 9) does not contain a minor of type (C) it follows y" (b_i+l7 aj+l 1~9, and hence bitLEE-o ((a,,a, ,..., a.,,,)), by (BRl). Thus Thus both a-paths (ak+ r, aRfZ, . . . . a,} and P /+lr bi+z, . ..> b, j (with respect to 9/A') must be identical, which means that ZnZ'= {a~+~, ak+2, . . . . a,} = (b,,,, bl+l, -., b,}. The proof of (f) is similar to the proof of (e) and is omitted. 1
THE BASIS EXCHANGE PROPERTY
The family of bases of an undirected branching greedoid defines a matroid, hence this family satisfies the basis exchange property. Now we prove that the bases of (E, 9) also have this preoperty.
A-aub~F and let X,:= ker(A-{a)). Then X,u{a), X,u(bj~F-, and a E Z for each x-path Z G A (x E A -X,).
ProoJ Let Z, be an u-path, Z, c A, then Z, -(a> EX,, and hence X, u {a} = X, u Z, E B. Consider x E A -X, and a path Z, G A with head x. If a$Z,, then x E 2, E X,, contrary to the choice of x. Hence, a E Z,. We have A -au be 9, and X, cannot be augmented by any element SEA-(X,u {u}) hence X,u {b} is a feasible set. [ Proof. For IAl = 1 the proposition is certainly true. Let IAl 3 2 and suppose that the proposition is true for all feasible sets containing less than nelements. Let IAl=n.IfX,uja}=AthenA-aub=X,u(b}~S=. Hence we may assume that A -(X, u {u}) # $3. Let XEA-(X,u {a}) such that A-ix} Thus (IZI, (x>, (Y>, (b}, {x, b}, {x, y}, (y, b}} EF/(A-(x, y}) . Since (E, 9) does not contain greedoid (D) as a minor, {x, y, 6) EP"/(A-{x, JJ}) follows, and hence A u {b} E 9, contrary to our assumption.
Thus, A -{.x} ~9 for exactly one x E A -(X, u {a)). Let x, be this element and let Z, G A be a path with head x,. We show A=X,uZ,. Suppose that this is not the case. Let y E A -(X, u Z,). Then a y-path Z,, E A is contained in a maximal path Z E A. Let c be the head of Z. We have c #x, and so A-{x,}#A-{c}E~, in contrary to our assumption. Thus A = X, u Z,.
Z, -X, and (b} are paths in (E-X,, P/Xa).
Let CE(A-(x,})n( A-X,) such that W: = A -(xm, c} E 5. Hence W, Wu (b}, Wu {c}, Wu (b, c>, and Wu {x,, c} are feasible subsets of A-x,u b and A, respectively. WV (xm} = A-{c> $9, Wu (x,, c, b) =Au (bj $g, and hence Wu ix,,,, b} E F, since (E, 9) does not contain any minor of type (C). We have x, .$ E -a(W), and hence x, E E - 
CONSTRUCTION OF A GRAPH
Let B= {a,, a2, . . . . a,} be a base of E with feasible ordering alal .. ay. Now we associate with B a rooted tree such that a branching greedoid of this tree is identical with (B, F le). Let Z,zB be an +-path (l<j<q).
We define (Fig. 3) PO := (a,eB: {a,} ~9;) P,:= (ai)u(a,~B:Zj-{aj}=Zi} (ldi<q). Let G(B, B) denote the intersection graph of the family of sets PO, p,, . ..1 P,. Obviously, each aj E B is in exactly two sets Pj, and Pj2 and P,, n P,, = {u,}. That is, the edges of the graph can be identified with the elements of B.
Now we associate with (E, 9) a rooted graph such that the rooted tree constructed above is a spanning tree of this graph: P, := (XEE: {x) EF} Pi:= ~a,)u~x~E:Z~u{x)isanx-path) u {xEE:thereexists YcB{a,) s.t.
(Y, ai, x) is a d-triple) (161'64). Let G = G(E, B) denote the intersection graph of (PO, P,, . . . . Py}. If Pi A P, # @ then Pi and Pj are connected by 1 Pi n I',1 edges (i # j). In the remaining part of this section we prove that the edges of G can be identified with the elements of E.
Remark 4.1. Let aE Beg', X,=ker(B{u>), and eEE--B such that X, u (ef ~9 and X, u {a, e> F$ 9. Then X, is a maximal feasible subset of B augmentable by e.
Proof: We have KEY (X,E YGB, YES).
If Yu je}~9 then Proof: Let X, : = ker( B -(u j ). We augment X u {e 1 from B to a base B' of E. Then a$ B'. Now we augment X, from B'. We have (E-0(X,)) n B' = ( e>, by the choice of X,. Since X u { ~1, e} $9 it follows that X, u (a, e} $8. Consider YE 9 such that XS YE X,. Obviously, Yu(e}, Yu(a}~y, and Yu{a,e)$9. Thus (Y,a,e)is ad-triple. 1 Remark 4.3. For any e E E-B there exists an e-path Z such that 2 -{e} c B, a feasible set XE B, and an element a E B-2 such that (X, 0, e) is a d-triple.
Proof: From r(Bu (ej)=r(B)
we have B u {e > E 9 = d. Hence there exists a minimal feasible set Y G B such that Yu (e} ~9. By (BRl), Y is a path. Let X be a maximal feasible subset of B such that Yz X and Xu {e)EF. Then X#B, and so Xv (a)~.9
for some aEB-X. Thus Xu (a, e} $,P", by the maximality of X, and hence i. We show that the linegraphs of G, := G(Bu {e>, B) and G, := G(Bu (e>, B') are isomorphic.
We use the following notation: x I, y (x is incident with y relative to B) if there is a vertex P, in a graph defined relative to B such that x, y E Pi.
We show: x I, y iff x I,, y (x, y E B u {e}). For this it suffices to show x I,y=>x I.,y (x, yeBu {e}). Let x I B y We consider different cases. (lac) If Zju {a,) =Z, and s=j+ 1 then Zi= Z; is a path in B' and 2: u {a} is an a-path. Therefore ai l,, a, = a.
(lb) Let y=e.
If Z,u {e) is a path, then a, I,, e, since Z: = Z, G B'. There is no d-triple containing aj and e, by 2.3 and (ai, e) cX,u {e> ~9.
(2) Let x = e I, a, (cf. Fig. 4 ).
The case s <j has already been considered. Let s > j. Z, v {e > is not an e-path, since a, $ X, u {e} E 9. Hence there exists a feasible set YE B such that ( Y, e, a,) is a cl-triple. W. B-a,ueE.F (cf. 3.2 and 3.3) . Certainly a E Y, otherwise Yu {a,<, e} would be a feasible subset of B' = B -a u e. X, and Y u {e} are feasible subsets of B -a, u e, and hence X, u Yu (e> E 9. Thus A', c Y, by the choice of Y. Since 4$X,> aEZ.,+l-= Z, follows. Therefore eEZ: and so Z; c Z:. Suppose that Z: -{a,} is a z-path, and z # e. Z, u Zl. -(a,] is a feasible subset of B -a, u e and hence z 4 Z,, for otherwise (Z, u Z:) -{a,> would contain two different z-paths (one of these paths contains e, the other one does not). Now we apply Proposition 2.4, and (Z, u 2:) -{z} E F follows. But then Z, u ZL would be a feasible subset of this set, contradicting Proposition 2.3. Thus Zi. -(a,y> = Z:, and e IE a,.
(3) Let x=a.
The cases y E X,, u (e> have already been considered in (1) and (2). Let .Yza.iE (flj+*, aj+3, "'3 uqJ \. Then Z, -{a,] = Zj+ ]. There exists a feasible set Y c B -a u e and z E 8' such that (Y, a, z) is a d-triple. We may assume Y= ker(B '-{z] ). H ence B '-zua=B-zue is also a base of E, by 3.2 and 3.3. Let Z E B be a z-path. We can show as in part (2) that Z -(z} is an u-path: Z-(z>=Z,+,, i.e., Z,=Z-zuu,.
In particular, z$X,. If z = a,, then a I,. a,. Let z # a, and let Z' G B' be a path with head z. Then e E Z' and Z G Z, u Z' (Fig. 5) . FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6 This means that Z,uZ'$9 and (Z,uZ')-(a,} $9, since Z, Z'c(Z,uZ')-{a,}.R:=Z,u(Z'-{z))isafeasiblesubsetofB-~ue. Let ai,ai,. . . e . . . ajrz be a feasible ordering of Z' and let ailajs . . . aj,aas be a feasible ordering of Z,. R -{a,} = (Zu Z') -{z} is a feasible set. Since a#Z' it follows that (ZuZ')-{u}=(Z,+,uZ')-{Q}EF, by Proposition 2.4. We augment (a,,, aj2, . . . . a,,} u {a,,, a,,, . ..) ajp, z} from R. We have ZuZ'$F, and hence ((ZuZ')-{u>)u (Q~)EF. Therefore u,EE-a(Z'), by (BRl) and u,$E-a(Z,+,-
.
Suppose u,EE--a(Z'-{z}). Th en z E Z: and Z, u Z: is a feasible subset of B-z u e. On the other hand, a EZ, and eE Z:, and so Z, and Z: are two different us-paths contained in B -z u e. This is a contradiction. Thus Z:=Z'u {a,} and a, 1,)~. We have eEZj?=Z'-(z}, thus a, E B' -X0. In particular, ut,$z- Thus we have a LB, uip, furthermore z I,, sip, 0, 1,' a;g z I,, a, and z I,, a,. It follows that a I,, ,a,, as required (Fig. 6) .
(ii) Let ajP=e.
Then ZL =-Zj + I -aue,ulEe,u,LBre, z.lg.e, zIg,a,, zl.,u, and hence a .Lfl a, follows (Fig. 7) . Let .x=a,~B-(X,u {u}). We may assume that y = a, E B -(X, u {u}). (4ab) Let (ZjuZ;)-{ui} $9 and let ui,ua~.'ui~ui and uj,u,,~~~uj,a, be feasible orderings of 2, and Z:, respectively. We have r(Z, u Zj) = IZi u Z;j -1. We may assume that ui, # ai, (otherwise contract a common feasible beginning section). Zi and Zi satisfy the conditions of 2.5. If a, E Zl then Z( -(ai} is an us-path, and hence a, I,, a,. If a, $ Z( and a, # a,, then Zi -a, u a, = Zi. We have Z: -(a,} = Z: -(ui} (Fig. 9) . (2b) Let c = y. If (2ba) in this case {x, y} is a circuit of (E, F) then x I,, c follows from 5.3.
(2bb) Let cir(B,x)#(y,xj and a,Ecir(B,x). a#cir(B,x), by assumption, and hence a # aj E B' n B" n B"'. Thus B* * * : = B -a, u x and B** := (B-a,ux) -a u e are bases of E (cf. 5.2 +proof). Now x IF y follows from part (2a), since y E B' n B** n B*** n B (Fig. 10) .
(2~) Let c= a, and let (PO, P,, . . . . Py>, {PLY Pi, . . . . Pb} be the vertexsets of G and G', respectively. (B), = (B)GI and G, are subgraphs of G' and (B)G=(B)G..
We have shown already that Pin(B-aux)= Ph,;, n (B -a u x) (1 6 i 6 q) for some permutation rc. That is, (B -a u x)~ is a subgraph of G', too (if (B-aux) .=K, ((B-aux) .=K,,, is impossible) and (B -a u x)~, = K,,, then 0 or 2 of the edges of B -a u x (Fig. 11 ) would be incident with PO and hence 1 or 3 of these edges would be incident with Ph. Since P, = Pb, this is impossible.) It follows that also (Bu(B-aux) ).= (Bu {x>)G is a subgraph of G' and hence x Ir a. (2d) Let c=e. Since (Bu {x})~ and (Bu {e)), are subgraph of G', (B u (x, e} ) G is a subgraph of G', too. Thus x I,, e. 1 FIGURE 10
